DELUXE UPGRADE PACK
Adds four limited-edition characters & upgrades your
pieces for Flag Dash. Requires a copy of Flag Dash to play.

CONTENTS
• 4 Character Cards
• 4 Character Pawns
• 8 Character Flags
• 2 Special Action Cards

• 2 Flag Stands
• 12 Boosts
• 6 Fences
• 2 Special Tokens

Purse Lady: Liz Smartz
Ability: Steal

This fashionable purse lady may look
innocent enough, but she has a few
tricks up her sleeve — or rather, in
her purse! Keep a watchful eye on her
when she gets close.
++

Gain the steal card to use as
an action card. You may also
have up to three boosts at a
time.

When you play the steal card, if
your runner is adjacent to any
other character, you may steal
one of their boosts.

Pool Shark: Mike
Ability: Break Shot

This skilled billiards player never
turns down an opportunity
to play pool. When his friends
invited him to play a “game,”
he assumed they were referring
to his favorite game, rather than
capture the flag.
++

Gain the break shot card
to use as an action card.
When you play the break
shot card, if your runner is
adjacent to any character
(but not separated by a wall),
move the other character up
to two spaces away.
All normal movement rules apply, except
that the character you are moving may end
in a space occupied by another character,
displacing that character, who you then also
move up to two spaces away. You may repeat
this effect until you have displaced each other character once or until you are not close
enough to displace any other characters.
While resolving the break shot, ignore all
tunnels. Afterward, you may move any other
character on a tunnel to any other tunnel.
If multiple other characters are on tunnels,
bump all of them one space away instead.

Writer: “Scripps”
Ability: Banana

This fantasy writer often
becomes so engrossed in his
writing that he can’t be bothered
to perform basic actions. Instead,
he sends his pet monkey “Nibbs”
to carry out his wishes in
exchange for bananas!
++

Gain the banana token to
use as a priority token.
This may be used only once.
When you play the banana 		
token, perform one of the 		
following actions:
▶▶ If your runner is up to two 		
spaces away from the opposing
team flag, you may take the team flag
and place it on your runner.
▶▶ If your runner is up to two spaces away
from an opposing character, collect one
of their character flags.
NOTE: Both of these are valid even if there is a wall,
another character, or a trap between your runner and
the target.

You do not resolve your selected action card
(though it remains face up until the end of
the round and may be the target of a copy
card that you play); your card was simply a
placeholder to keep your move secret.

Singer: Lyrical Lynn
Ability: Sing
This singer loves to share
her vocal talent with others.
The only problem? She
sings so loudly that
everyone has to stop
what they are doing
and cover their ears!
++

Gain the sing token to
use as a priority token.
When you play the sing
token, no flag cards played
by any player during this
move will take effect.
When it is your turn to move your character,
resolve your action card’s effect once (unless
you played the flag card).
INSTRUCTIONS
You may use any of these four characters in
place of any characters from the base game.
▶▶
▶▶

The flag stands hold flags at game start
and when no pawns are holding them.
The wooden boosts and fences replace the
original boost tokens and walls.
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